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    		Rotterdam

      
Rotterdam (/ˈrɒtərdæm/ or /ˌrɒtərˈdæm/;Dutch: [ˌrɔtərˈdɑm]) is a city in South Holland, the Netherlands, located geographically within the Rhine–Meuse–Scheldt river delta at the North Sea. Its history goes back to 1270 when a dam was constructed in the Rotte river and people settled around it for safety. In 1340 Rotterdam was granted city rights by the Count of Holland and slowly grew into a major logistic and economic centre. Nowadays it is home to Europe's largest port and has a population of 624,799 (2014, city proper), ranking second in the Netherlands. The Greater Rijnmond area is home to approximately 1.4 million people and the Rotterdam The Hague urban area makes for the 168th most populous urban area in the world. Rotterdam is part of the yet larger Randstad conurbation with a total population of 7,100,000.



The city of Rotterdam is known for the Erasmus University, riverside setting, lively cultural life and its maritime heritage. The near-complete destruction of Rotterdam's city centre during World War II (known as the Rotterdam Blitz) has resulted in a varied architectural landscape including sky-scrapers, which are an uncommon sight in other Dutch cities. Rotterdam is home to some world-famous architecture from renowned architects like Rem Koolhaas, Piet Blom, Ben van Berkel and others. Recently Rotterdam was listed 8th in The Rough Guide Top 10 Cities to Visit and was voted 2015 European City of the Year by the Academy of Urbanism.
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    		Rotterdam (or Anywhere)

      
"Rotterdam (or Anywhere)" is a song by The Beautiful South, taken from their fifth studio album Blue Is the Colour (1996). It features Jacqui Abbott on lead vocals and reached number five on the UK Singles Chart, where it stayed for nine weeks.
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    		Rotterdam (disambiguation)

      
Rotterdam may refer to:



	 Rotterdam, a city in the Netherlands
	 Rotterdam (town), New York, a town in New York state
	 Rotterdam (CDP), New York, a hamlet in New York state
	 Nomuka, an island in Tonga, was named Rotterdam by Abel Tasman

	 "Rotterdam (or Anywhere)", a song by The Beautiful South
	 Gabber music, also known as "Rotterdam Hardcore Techno"
	 SS Rotterdam (1872)

	Two ships built for the Holland-America Line:
	The SS Rotterdam, an ocean liner built in 1959, now a hotel and museum in Rotterdam
	The MS Rotterdam, a cruise ship built in 1997



	The SS Rotterdam, an ocean liner built in 1959, now a hotel and museum in Rotterdam
	The MS Rotterdam, a cruise ship built in 1997
	
HNLMS Rotterdam (L800), an amphibious warfare ship
	
Ahoy Rotterdam, an indoor sporting arena in Rotterdam
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                                    Snap Fitness Benelux rolt het 24/7 concept uit over Nederland en Belgie. Compacte sportclubs bij jou in de buurt waar jij met jouw toegangspas 24/7 toegang hebt. 
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                                    A short overview of the HYROX Race and its stations. HYROX is a standarized race where you have to master the same workouts in the same order no matter where you are participating. 

Find the weights of all divisions here:
https://hyrox.com/about-race/ 
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                                    Get moving and move yourself to DPFC, after all, exercising together is much more fun 🤩It doesn’t matter how you start as long as you start! Don’t postpone it any longer and start now 🤗Come by for a free trial class. Everyone is welcome! Hope to See you! Visit www.dpfc.nl / Schedule for all classes 
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                                    Open vanaf 1 mei op Rotterdam Zuid (Jan Lighthartstraat 95).

Sporten al vanaf € 9.50 per maand!! (maar met begeleiding).

Kom gericht even langs voor een proefles 
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                                    Intensity ✅
Focus ✅
Grind ✅

Boys hit the gym at the team hotel in Rotterdam 🙌

#NEDvPAK | #BackTheBoysInGreen 

Buy official Pakistan Cricket merchandise:
https://shop.pcb.com.pk/

Welcome to the official page of Pakistan Cricket Board. 

Get all your Pakistan Cricket updates here!

You can access exclusive player interviews, match highlights, practice sessions, press conferences, coaching videos and other beyond-the-boundary content.

Subscribe to our YouTube channel:
https://bit.ly/SubscribePakistanCricket

Like us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/PakistanCricketBoard

Visit our website: 
https://www.pcb.com.pk/ 
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    		Rotterdam

      
Rotterdam (/ˈrɒtərdæm/ or /ˌrɒtərˈdæm/;Dutch: [ˌrɔtərˈdɑm]) is a city in South Holland, the Netherlands, located geographically within the Rhine–Meuse–Scheldt river delta at the North Sea. Its history goes back to 1270 when a dam was constructed in the Rotte river and people settled around it for safety. In 1340 Rotterdam was granted city rights by the Count of Holland and slowly grew into a major logistic and economic centre. Nowadays it is home to Europe's largest port and has a population of 624,799 (2014, city proper), ranking second in the Netherlands. The Greater Rijnmond area is home to approximately 1.4 million people and the Rotterdam The Hague urban area makes for the 168th most populous urban area in the world. Rotterdam is part of the yet larger Randstad conurbation with a total population of 7,100,000.



The city of Rotterdam is known for the Erasmus University, riverside setting, lively cultural life and its maritime heritage. The near-complete destruction of Rotterdam's city centre during World War II (known as the Rotterdam Blitz) has resulted in a varied architectural landscape including sky-scrapers, which are an uncommon sight in other Dutch cities. Rotterdam is home to some world-famous architecture from renowned architects like Rem Koolhaas, Piet Blom, Ben van Berkel and others. Recently Rotterdam was listed 8th in The Rough Guide Top 10 Cities to Visit and was voted 2015 European City of the Year by the Academy of Urbanism.
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            Fit for 55 and REPowerEU are aimed at achieving this.
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            (MENAFN - Jordan Times) ROTTERDAM, Netherlands - The world's first chemical tanker ship fitted with massive rigid aluminium "sails" has left Rotterdam, its owner hoping to plot a route to bringing ... .
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            Kiptum hoped to be the first man to break the two-hour barrier in a marathon in Rotterdam in April. The Kenyan great had been fitted with rotary pacemakers in a controlled environment in Vienna, ...
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            ROTTERDAM — It had all the feel of a tournament game in which the feisty underdog is giving the higher-seeded team fits and refuses to back down. And Cobleskill-Richmondville did just that Friday ... “Things were open ... “That’s kind of our MO ... Team totals ... .
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            the right back is relatively affordable and seems to fit optimally into the style of play of the Rotterdam team.” Neco Williams went through Liverpool's entire youth academy but never properly broke through with the Reds.
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            Mastroianni, in an interview Monday, said drag story hours are not anything the residents of Rotterdam are in favor of. He noted that Rotterdam is a “bedroom community” and such events “really don’t fit in around here.”.
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            READ MORE ... The Stones began auditioning potential replacements, one of which was Beck, but after a trip to Rotterdam and an ill-fated audition, the band decided Beck wouldn’t be the best fit for them and he remained a soloist ...  ....
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            ROTTERDAM — A former welding classroom inside the Mohonasen Center for Advanced Technology building is set to get a new lease on life in the form of a $250,000 fitness center ... Work on the fitness center is expected to be completed early next year.
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            Parrott joined the Rotterdam club late this summer on loan from Tottenham Hotspur and has now scored two goals in his last two games in the Dutch Eredivisie ... ⚫️🔴 #samensterk #excspa — Excelsior Rotterdam (@excelsiorrdam) October 2, 2023.
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            The new building offers a top-of-the-line fitness centre with a Fitness & Nutrition Specialist ... In 2023, they expanded the fitness offerings to Chennai, India and recently to Rotterdam, Amsterdam.
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